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After lengthy discussions and listening to all these discussions regarding SIZEWELL C I am
still in no doubt that this is the wrong place for a new proposed Nuclear Power Station.

It is ludicrous to even think that the East Suffolk Coast is even an option to place this
monster of a nuclear plant and as a personal view I will list the points why I think that this
is wrong.

They are slow. It is predicted that it will take 10-12 years to build and ill not generate
any power until 2034
Not one in Europe is actually working. Even one of the two in China has had to be
turned off due to fuel rod problems.
Too expensive and us the tax payer will have to foot the bill - which with the ever-
increasing tax and energy bills without this is getting hard.
Sizewell C takes a lot of carbon to build. EDF’s own estimates are that it would take 6
years to pay this back, meaning Sizewell C wouldn’t contribute to net zero until
2040.  The government’ latest target is a 78% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2035.
EDF say it will bring local jobs - but how can they be local if EDF want to bring in
6000 workers from Hinkley, 2400 of which will stay in the tiny hamlet of Eastbridge.
It would kill off tourism, losing £40m a year and a loss of 400 jobs.
The Sizewell C site is on an eroding coastline and next door to protective wildlife
habitats and RSBP Minsmere.
Toxic Waste will have to remain on site for over 100 years.
There would be an extra 12000 vehicle on the road and 700 HGV's and the main
road being the A12 which in some parts goes through small villages. This is the main
road and can be very heavy at times even with local traffic. What about emergency
vehicles travelling down this road. EDF wants to build 2 park and rides, the link
roads, 7 seven roadabouts, the campus at Eastbridge and the plant itself at the same
time. I am afraid to say that this will never get built. There would be total gridlock
and recently...There is no assured long term water supply for Sizewell C. To obtain
enough potable (drinkable) water for construction, EDF has been forced to propose
a desalination plant.

Sizewell C is not wanted here, not now not ever. 

Thanks
Alison Youngman 




